
Physiology final  
 

1) The site of the highest resistance in the cardiovascular system: 

Answer: Arterioles  

2) How much depolarization does a quanta cause in the skeletal muscle       :  

Answer: 0.5 mv 

3) Pulmonary resistance equal …………… of systemic resistance: 

Answer: 1/7 

4) If the radius increases from 0.5 to 1 k how much the increase in conductance: 

Answer: 16 

 

5) What is not true about smooth muscle? 

Answer: Has more abundant sarcoplasmic reticulum compared to skeletal muscle 

6) Ca in skeletal muscle binds to: 

Answer: Troponin 

7) What factor doesn’t affect viscosity? 

Answer: Low temperature 

8) One of the following doesn’t cause turbulent flow of blood: 

Answer: Smooth surface in circulation 

9) Fenestrated capillary doesn’t present in? 

Answer: Heart 

 

10) What is not true? 

Answer: Parasympathetic and sympathetic supply all organs 

11) Distance per time is? 

Answer: Blood velocity 



12) What type of receptor is block by atropine? 

Answer: Muscarinic receptor  

 

13) One of these is true about series resistance? 

Answer: Increase resistance, decrease pressure  

14) What is not true about alpha receptor? 

Answer: Most sensitive for isoporaline 

 

15) One of these is not true about proteoglycan filaments: 

Answer: 2% hyaluronic acid and 98% present protein 

16) Which is not true about multi-unit smooth muscle: 

Answer: It is more similar to visceral smooth muscle than it is to skeletal muscle 

 

17) Which of the following has a Duration of 25s: 

1-Relaxing period of muscles 

2-latent period 

3-both contraction and relaxation 

4-contraction  

Answer: 1- relaxing period of muscles  

 

18) A protein that coats the remnants of the vascular membrane: 

 Answer: Clathrin 

19) Which of the following isn't parasympathetic nerve: 

XI  

IX 

III  

X 

Answer: XI  



 

20) The intercellular clefts between the endothelial cells represent only ………….. 

of the surface area of the capillaries : 

Answer: 1/1000 

 

21) Venous end of the capillary shows a net filtration pressure of:  

 Answer: 7 mmHg 

22) Safety factors that normally prevent edema: 

Answer: - Low compliance of the interstitium when interstitial fluid pressure is in the 

negative pressure range  

- The ability of lymph flow to increase 10-50 folds  

-Wash-down of interstitial fluid protein concentration  

 

23) The capillary filtration coefficient of the average tissue is about:  

Answer: 0.01ml/min/mmHg/100 g of a tissue   

23) Based on henneman’s size principle arrange the following from smallest to 

largest:  

Fast fatigue- resistant, slow motor units, fast fatigable motor units  

Answer: slow motor units, fast fatigue-resistance motor units, fast fatigable motor units  

 

24) The following systems based on relative maximal rates of power generation 

in terms of mole of ATP per min (from highest to lowest): 1- phosphagen 2- 

aerobic 3- glycogen-lactic acid  

Answer: 1>3>2  

25) One of these is not true about terminal lymphatic? 

Answer: The fluid easily leaving the capillary 

26) Neurotransmitters vesicles are formed by: 

Answer: Golgi apparatus  

 



27) Poise is a unit of:  

Answer: viscosity  

28) Power stroke is: 

Answer: myosin head tilt toward the arm dragging the actin along with it 

29) What causes Lymph to flow away from the feet?  

Answer: massaging the feet 

 

30) Which is incorrect related to myoglobin: 

- bind to oxygen 

- heme pigment 

- Present in cardiac smooth and skeletal muscles 

Answer: - Present in cardiac smooth and skeletal muscles 

31) Tension developed by the activated muscle is zero is: 

 

 

 

Answer: D  

32) The safety factor that caused by increased lymph flow has been calculated to 

be about? 

Answer: 7mmHg 



 

33) What is the function of (SERCA)? 

Answer: Transportation of ca+2 from the sarcoplasm into the sarcoplasmic reticulum 

 

34) Eddy currents present in: 

Answer: Aorta 

 

35) What of these doesn’t cause relaxation? 

- Increase co2 in blood 

- Increase Ca in extra cellular 

- Hypoxia 

- Increase temperature 

- Increase acidity (hydrogen) 

Answer: Increase Ca in extra cellular 

 

36) Protein that causes muscular dystrophy: 

Answer: dystrophin  

37) Myasthenia gravis happen because: 

Answer: antibodies attack the Ach receptors at the postsynaptic neuromuscular junction  

 

38) Depolarization of smooth muscles stimulated by all of these except: 

- Electrical signals  

- Hormones 

- Neurotransmitter 

- Action potential 

- Acidity  

Answer: - Acidity 

 



39) One of the following does not affect capillary hydrostatic pressure: 

-Capillary resistance 

-Arteriolar resistance 

-Arteriolar pressure 

-Venous pressure 

-Venous resistance 

Answer: -Capillary resistance 

 

40) The pressure of the interstitial fluid that make the lymph flow fails to rise is? 

Answer: 2 mmHg 

41) What is not true about Meta arterioles? 

Answer:  They have beta 2 adrenergic receptors 

42) What is not true about nervous control of blood flow? 

Answer: Noradrenaline causes vasodilation 

 

43) What is not true about smooth muscle contraction? 

Answer: Maximum force of contraction is 3-4 kg/cm2 

44) What initiates the relaxation of a contracted smooth muscle? 

Answer: Dephosphorylation of myosin light chains 

 

45) Which one increase the exchange of O2 when increase 2 folds: 

Answer: -concentration gradient  

 

46) Which one not true about myogenic theory:  

Answer: related to tissue metabolism 

47) What is the safety factor about fatigue? 

Answer: fatigue of neuromuscular junction  

 



48(What the changes proper for increasing Na+? 

  

 Surface area Na 

concentration  

Permeability 

of Na 

A increase increase increase 

B increase increase decrease 

C decrease decrease increase 

Answer: A 

49) The resting membrane potential for skeletal muscle:  

Answer:-90 

 

50) Myosin head: 

First: bind ATP 

Second: conformation of actin 

Third: bind actin  

Fourth: part in formation of cross bridges   

Answer: first, third and fourth  

51) The important of T tubules is:  

 Answer: Increase ca+2 concentration  

52) Which isn’t true about myogenic theory:  

Answer: related to tissue metabolism 
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